January 2019

With the January 2019 EDMS release, we refined the user experience by:

- Informing the user when he/she is displaying the Not Latest version of a document.

- Making more visible to the user when a New Version of the document can not be attached to a parent Project due to a lack of access rights.

```
315732 v.2.0  |  LHC-PM-ES-0004 v.2.0 (Not latest version)  |  Released  |  Public access
Utilisateurs et Personnes Responsables des Batiments de Surface
Du LHC
by Wolfgang Erdt, Paul Proudfoot

New version
```

```
Version: 2.1
Current visibility: PUBLIC ACCESS
Keep shared access: 
Please select elements that you wish to keep attached to new version of document

Info
Title: Utilisateurs et Personnes Responsables des Batiments de Surface Du LHC
Author: Wolfgang Erdt, Paul Proudfoot
Author email: Paul.Proudfoot@cern.ch
Creation date: 2009-03-09

Description: Liste des batiments dans le parcours LHC sur territoire suisse et francais avec leur apparence et les responsabilites de chaque batiments.

External reference: 
Keywords: 
Contact: LHC-BASELINE
Type: Engineering Specification
Release procedure: LHC-DOC-A
Equipment Type: LHC

Associated links: Text

Parent Objects
The new version will not be attached to some of the objects
```

```
# Create  # Cancel
```
- Improving the system performances during the navigation of large Project structures.

- Improving the message related to the New Version tooltip.

Next to that, we finalized the documentation related to:

- our Business Intelligence tool Pentaho.
- EDMS REST Web Services.

During the Sprint, we also continued our work on the analysis and preparatory work for the potential replacement of the CERN Drawing Directory (CDD).

We are always working on bug fixes and stability improvements, thank you for using EDMS! For any feedback, please contact us at EDMS.Support@cern.ch
December 2018

With the December 2018 EDMS release, you can now:

- Take full advantage of our brand new tool - **DocLight** to embed EDMS into your applications and websites in a modern, mobile-friendly and simplified manner.

During the Sprint, we also worked on the analysis and preparatory work for the potential replacement of the CERN Drawing Directory (CDD).

We are always working on bug fixes and stability improvements, thank you for using EDMS! For any feedback, please contact us at **EDMS.Support@cern.ch**
With the November 2018 EDMS release, you can now:

- Edit the comment and/or decision you have given on a document. The action is possible within a considerable time delay and as long as the approval process is still running.
- Use our Business Intelligence tool Pentaho for creating reports on approval processes, comments and decisions on multiple documents.

We also increased the limit of individual users a document can be shared with in order to allow document sharing with the whole HL-LHC collaboration. Finally, we made visual improvements to our DocLight application and its gallery view.

We are always working on bug fixes and stability improvements, thank you for using EDMS! For any feedback, please contact us at EDMS.Support@cern.ch
With the October 2018 EDMS release, you can now:

- Dynamically filter and sort the comments added in your documents per organizational unit, type of decision taken, commenter name and date.
- View the organizational unit of the persons who added comments in your documents.
- Use our Business Intelligence tool, Pentaho, for reporting on Projects, items and Reviewing (Approval) Processes.

Next to that, we finalized the first version of the DocLight tool. The tool allows external applications to dynamically integrate EDMS within their user interfaces. It is also possible to parametrize what you want to display in your application (document types, contexts and document life cycles). Finally, we added small improvements to the Naming application.

We are always working on bug fixes and stability improvements, thank you for using EDMS! For any feedback, please contact us at EDMS.Support@cern.ch
August 2018 Release

With the August 2018 EDMS release, we refined the user experience by:

- Improving how the user interface displays file thumbnails, SmarTeam statuses, columns when switching between our compact/extended document views and allowing the use of the ‘Back’ button of your browser to go to your previous EDMS location.
- Making the Administration interface proposing as a default that documents cannot be made Public when adding document types and release procedures to a context.

We also improved our web service infrastructure by allowing users to not only fetch EDMS documents from an equipment structure but to also provide EDMS-relevant information about the equipment itself. Next to that, the web services were heavily extended as a preparation for a new EDMS module we would soon be showing to you – DocLight.

We are always working on bug fixes and stability improvements, thank you for using EDMS! For any feedback, please contact us at EDMS.Support@cern.ch
July 2018 Release

With the July 2018 EDMS release, you can now:

- Use ‘Accept with Warning’ as a decision when providing your comment(s) during a document review
- Where available, view the 3D model and SmarTeam status of CATIA drawings directly in EDMS

We also extended our web service infrastructure by allowing the creation of non-conformity reports. Furthermore, we improved the reliability of the communication between EDMS and SmarTeam. Lastly, we made extensions to the Accelerators Naming Portal application and its communication with CDD.

We are always working on bug fixes and stability improvements, thank you for using EDMS! For any feedback, please contact us at EDMS.Support@cern.ch
June 2018 Release

With the June 2018 EDMS release, you can now:

- Download files from multiple documents.
- Use CERN Internal visibility on CDD drawings.
- Generate STEP files from released CATIA drawings. (pilot version available for selected users)

We also extended our web service infrastructure by allowing you to get file thumbnails and fetch documents from different levels of an equipment structure. Next to that, we generated thumbnails of all released drawings and sped up the on-the-fly PDF generation from drawings. Finally, EDMS mails will no longer appear as spam.

We are always working on bug fixes and stability improvements, thank you for using EDMS! For any feedback, please contact us at EDMS.Support@cern.ch